Introduction, In [l], Milnor develops a theory for structures, known as microbundles which generalize vector bundles. It is shown there that this is a proper generalization; that some microbundles cannot be derived from any vector bundle. It is then possible, for instance, to find a substitute (tangent microbundle) for the tangent bundle over a manifold M even though M admits no differential structure.
A well-known and more general class of structures than vector bundles (but less general than microbundles) is the class of fibre bundles with a Euclidean fibre and structural group the originpreserving homeomorphisms of Euclidean space topologized by the compact-open topology (cf. [2] ). In this note such structures will be denoted simply as bundles.
Briefly then, our main result is that every microbundle over a complex is isomorphic to a bundle, in fact it contains a bundle and that this bundle is unique. The same result for microbundles over manifolds and, more generally, ANR's in Euclidean space follows easily. In the case of the tangent microbundle over a topological manifold M this means that for each point x in M there is selected a neighborhood U x which is homeomorphic to Euclidean space and U« varies continuously with x. In the case of a differentiable manifold this selection is accomplished by means of a Riemannian metric. Let T n be the statement that every microbundle over a locallyfinite w-dimensional complex admits a bundle. Let U n be the statement that any two admissible bundles for the same microbundle over a locally-finite w-dimensional complex are isomorphic. An isomorphism in this case is a homeomorphism between the total spaces preserving fibres and which is the identity on the 0-section.
THEOREM. T n and U n are true for all n.
The proof will be sketched, with details appearing in a later paper. To and Uo follow immediately from the fact that microbundles over a O-dimensional set are all trivial. We finish the proof by showing (1) r n _i and Z7n-i imply T ni and (2) T n implies £/ n . The following lemma is used repeatedly.
LEMMA. There is a map F: goX/->go such that
The proof for the Lemma consists of analyzing the isotopy, which is relatively easy to produce, taking a single element in 9o into 3Co and expressing the process in a canonical fashion. Then one has to verify that this process yields nearby isotopies if the elements in g o are close in the compact-open topology. The full verification is long and somewhat tedious and is therefore suppressed here.
We return to the proof of (1). Let X be a microbundle over a locally-finite ^-complex K with diagram: K-~»*£-> J 'K. For each nsimplex a in K we find an admissible trivial bundle £, for X\ cr. 
where i' and ƒ are the restrictions of i and j. By r n _i, Y admits a bundle rç, and by the choice of D, for each point z in da, the rç-fibre over z is contained in the £<r-fibre over z. rj\da and %<r\da are admissible bundles for X\d<r and since the second is trivial, by £/ n -i it follows that 771 âcr is trivial also. This permits us to coordinatize both the ^-fibres and ^-fibres over da. The inclusion of the former in the latter determines a map of da into 9o which by the Lemma can be deformed into a map of da into 3Co. If a\ is a smaller concentric simplex in a we may regard this deformation as assigning elements in 9o to points in <r-int a\ so that the elements assigned to points in da\ are all in 3Co. This correspondence permits us to smooth the fibres in going from the t\-fibres over da to the ^-fibres over 0*1. By repeating this process on each w-simplex a the bundle rj over K n~l can be extended to a bundle over K.
To prove (2) let 0*1» 0*2» * * " » 0"a} * * be a well-ordering of those simplexes in the w-complex K which are not faces of some higher dimensional simplex in K. Let £1 and £2 be two admissible bundles for X, a microbundle over K. By T n there is no loss in generality in assuming £(£1) C-Ë&). Let /o: £(£1)-»-E&) be the inclusion. Let N(a a ) be the closed star neighborhood of a a in the second barycentric subdivision. Let Ka^lip^a ap, a subcomplex.
Suppose for each &<a we have defined ƒ#: £(£1)-»£(£ 2 ), an imbedding, taking fibres into fibres, and ƒ3 is the identity on i(K). Suppose further that fp\ Kp is an isomorphism from £i| Kp onto f 2 | Kp and that for each point p in £(£1) -j~l(N(ap)) there is a 7 <]8 and a neighborhood N of p such that fp\N=fp>\N for y £&'£&. We construct ƒ« satisfying these properties.
Let g a : £(£1)-»£&) be ƒ«_! if a-1 exists. Otherwise g a = limits^afp, which exists since each point in K lies in only finitely-many N(ap). Then g a (£(£i)) is the total space of a bundle rj a in a natural way. Since
